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A wave propagation matrix method is used to derive 
the semiclassical formulae of the multi-turning point problem. 
A phase shift matrix and a barrier transformation matrix are 
introduced to describe the processes of a particle travelling 
through a potential well and crossing a potential barrier 
respectively. The wave propagation matrix is given by the 
products of phase shift matrices and barrier transformation 
matrices. We then apply the method to study scattering by 
surface transparent potentials and the Bloch wave in solids. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Semlclassical approximation (or JWKB approximation) 
is of interest in many fields of physics. It often offers a 
clear physical picture of complicated processes and has been 
applied successfully in atomic molecular and nuclear physics 

3tC. { 1) . 
In our previous study ( 2, referred to as I] . We 

applied the semiclasalcal formula of the three turning point 
problem to study heavy ion optical potentials. In most cases 
agreement between quanta! calculations and the semiclas&leal 
results were excellent. However the three turning-point formula 
failed to reproduce the Quantum mechanical S matrix of 
Gobbi's surface transparent potential [3] , where the imaginary 
potential has a smaller diffuseness and a smaller radius than 
those of the real potential. This potential has five important 
turning-points near to the real axis. This is because waves 
can be reflected not only by a real potential barrier but also 
by the surface of the imaginary potential. It is thus needed 
to extend the semlclassical theory to treat the problem with 
more turning points. 

There exist many physical problems where one has 
to deal with more than three turning points. Fission through 
a double humped potential barrier and the Bloch wave in solids 
are two examples. A five turning point problem has been 
studied by Connor 141. His method is, however, not easily 
generalizable. 



In this study, we develop a seniclassical theory 
guided by a simple physical picture ; When the particle travels 
through a region of no barrier, the wave function is multiplied 
by a phase shift matrix. When the particle crosses the barrier* 
the wave function is then multiplied by a barrier transformation 
matrix. This matrix method can easily be used to study complicated 
problems* In section 2t we rederive the semlclasslcal 5 matrix 
of the three turning point problem ( 5] by using the matrix 
method, in section 3, we give the barrier transformation matrix 
for the potential barrier which can be mapped onto a linear and 
a quatrutic functions. In section 4 we apply the method to study 
surface transparent potentials and to discuss the Bloch wave 
in solids. The conclusions are given in section 5. 



II. DERIVATION OF THE SEHICLASSICAL S MATRIX 

«te reformulate the S matrix of the three turning 

point problem [5] , so that the method can easily be generalized. 

The problem is to solve the radial Schrodinger equation, 

d ' y ( r > + x(*)»<r) = « U ) 
dr 2 

X(rî - 2H (E - V£<r)-Vc(r)-VN(r)ï {2} 

where ji,E, V„<rï r V c(r) and VH(r) are the reduced mass, the 

center of mass energy, the centrifugal potential, the Coulomb 

potential and the nuclear optical potential respectively. We 

assume that the effective potential V<r) = V^{r)+V0(r)+VN(r) 

is such that there are only three important turning points 

rj t r2 and ri. r 9 is the roost Internal turning point, and 

r a and rt are turning points at the barrier (see Fig.l of I). 

He use the method of comparison functions [ 6]. In 

this method, we introduce an additional equation 

¥*& + r<a)*<o) = 0 (3) 
do 2 

such that r(c) is simple and Eg.(3) has well known exact 

'iw-jgpc (4) 



r 

and that the following condition is satisfied. 

The wave function * A(r) Is a good approximation to the solution 

of Eq.(1), provided that the mapping is chosen to be 

âs = (zM \ 1 / 2 <5) 

dr ' \TW) ) U ï 

following co 

Eq.(6) holds when the comparison function r(o) is very similar 

to xtr) or when Planck's constant can be regarded as a small 

parameter [Ref.7,p.4SIJ. To ensure the mapping Is one to one 

and r.onsingular, the zeros of x(r). r^, have to be 

1/2 
mapped onto the zeros of r(a), a,. The branch cuts for x 

1/2 
and r in r and a spaces should be taken in a corresponding 

vcey. For the cut in r space, it is preferable that It does not 

cross the real axis. Eq.(5) implies that the semiclassical action 

integrals are identical in the two spaces. 

S ±(r) = S(r txt) 

dr (7) 

The action integral front turning point r± to r., is denoted by 

J 
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To discuss the scattering for energies near the 

top of the barrier, we choose a quadratic and a linear compa

rison function in the barrier region (called region I) and in 

the interior region (called region II) respectively [5] , i.e. 

TjjtJi = (o - o3> (8) 

T2 ta) = Ç - c (9Ï 

The mapping relation Eq.(7/ gives that e = - — S21. 

The regular solution in region (II) is then 

•f nlr) = A I X ( | f r
1 / 2 A±(-(o-0,>> f HO) 

while the action integral S3(r) is given by 

S3(r} = 1 (0 - a 3 )
3 / 2 (11) 

If a Is on the right hand side of a3 , we have 

|arg(o-o3)|<yïï . Therefore If the action integral S 3(r) is 

large, the wave function VIT(r) can well be approximated by 

its asymptotic form. 

A T_ ... i(S,(r)-ir/4) -i(Sa(r)-ir/4) 
^ ( r ï * _£i <x<rj)

 1 / 4 [ e +e ] (12) 
2/v 

In Region (I), Eg.(3) has two linearly independent solutions, 

i.e. the Whittaker functions [7,81 , D ± _1/2{e
±lt/4a) and 

D_ i xy 2(e"
 n' a). The wave function can be expressed in terms 

of linear combinations of these Whittaker functions. The action 
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integral i s 

- / 
S(r) = 1 & - E ) 1 / 2 d Ç 

îî/ï 113) 

± { T" " f + 1 * n e " e »n<io)} 

where the sign + or - should be taken according to whether o 

is to the right hand side of 2/ë or to the left hand side of 

-2/Ë. In arriving at Eg,. (13), we have assumed explicitly that 

the branch cut in the e plane is along the negative real axis. 

Let us define O^-inl^^il a n d °-ie-i/2f
6"1"'4") as 

Die-l/2 ( e °> = e Die-l/2 < e 0 ) ( 1 4 ) 

S l 0-«/ 4„l - 'i¥4^a^e*^/i

n . - i l f / 4 , „ . , 
3 - i E - l / 2 < e °> = e D - i e - l / 2 ( e a ) ( 1 5 ) 

Then the incoming wave 3(r) and outgoing wave 0\r) 

so lu t ions of Eq.(1) are given by 

r ï . ( x ( r » - 1 / 4 e - i ' S ' ' r > - , ' / * > 

(16) 

fr<r, , fl ,g,-V» S_ l e _ 1 / 2 <.-*"«.) ( 1 7 ) 

• ( X ( r ) ) " 1 / 4 e i ( S ' ( r > - , , / 4 1 

ii mmrrf 



where 

Si (r)-ir/4 = kr - n 4n2kr - £<£+l) + o D+ fii (18) 

We can write Eqs.(16) and (17) in a matrix form as 

/3<r)\ /e- 1 4' 0 \ /^(rjX 
(19) 

where fL(r), fr (r> are the incoming and outgoing asymptotic 

scattering solutions of the Coulomb potential. 

On the left hand side of the barrier, one can define 

the incoming wave 1'_(r) and the outgoing wave ï +(r) as the 

waves moving towards the potential interior or out of the 

potential interior respectively. They can be expressed in the 

following matrix form 

rj^r < r 2 

/ e-i(S 2(r)-n/4)\ 

<Xir)J - I i(s2(r)-7T/4) j 

where N(Z) -
/2¥ ZlnZ/e 

r<j+!) 

and N(Z> = 
/ZÏ einZ-Z£nZ/e 

r(i-z) 

(20) 

(21a) 

(21b) 



F 
are the barrier penetration factors for the quadratic compa

rison function. Combined with Eqs.(16) and (17), Eq.(20) 

expresses the transformation of the incoming and the outgoing 

wave functions on the right hand side of the barrier into those 

on the left hand side of the barrier. The barrier transformation 

matrix B Q is given by 

/N(iE) 1 \ 

Q \ 1 N(ie)/ 

The wave function in region Z can be expressed as 

a linear combination of ¥_(r) and ¥j.(r), i.e. 

f t(r) = Aj ?.(r) + B r ï+(r) (23) 

/*.<r)\ /"*.<r)\ 

\V r>/ 

To match the wave function fjtr) [Eq.(2^)J with the wave func

tion I'jjfr) (Eq. (10)1, we assume that therj is i doinalt., !,.,.;re 

the asymptotic expressions Eqs. (12) and (20) are vail-?. Than 

the coefficients A x and 3.J. are given by 

~-±S' >, A 

(24) 
( : • : , ) • - ( : " . - ) 

This matrix, which we call as the phase shift matrix, expresses 

the phase shift of the wave travelling through the potential 

pocket. Thus from E^s.(19),(20) and (24), the scattering wave 

function at large r can be written as 



*<r) « A T T(l,l)f •c . -XT' ,:„)•••(: : - . )&>' 
/ 

It would be worth pointing out that the matrix (1,1) is the 
boundary condition for a regular solution at the origin. 
Hhereas che phase shift matrix and the barrier transformation 
matrix have nothing to do with the boundary condition, but 
depend solely or. the properties of the potential well and the 
potential barrier. 

In this derivation, one clearly sees the classical 
structure of the scattering problem, i.e., how a semiclassica.' 
particle picks up u phase shift, and how It crosses a potential 
barrier. Define the wave propagation matrix X as 

*(r) * A T T U , 1 ) /*" x » \ / 3 c ( r , \ 
\x*. X Z 2 / ^ 0 c ( r ) / 

(26) 
II' 

The S matrix of the nuclear potential v„ Is then given by 

X, 2 + X î 2 

Xi, + X 2i 

For the three turning point problem, one can show that 

216, 1 + N(ie>e 2 1 s' 2 

S = e (28) 

One can immediately apply this method to the problsn 
of the double humpered barrier. Flg.l shows schematically a 
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real double bumped potential. When the energy is below the top 

of the barrl.r, there exist five turning points on the real 

axis as indicated in the figure. For a complex double tuinpered 

barrier, all of the turning points aiove into the complex r-plane, 

but the gross structure of the turning points does not change. 

We assume that the barriers (ri,r2) and :r,,ri) are far apart 

and that each can be approximated by a quadratic comparison 

function. The wave propagation matrix X is then given by 

(. .4L-J- .HU4..T 
rSrte 

(29) 

and 6=* - i S S J are action integrals of the 

barriers (r2,rj) and (r 5 rrj) respectively. The S matrix becomes 

8m £+-£ e""Ul'.J? 
Milt N<»> I H<IU¥t:t> «scuffed. 

• ' wis» • 
(30) 

7 MAS»-»"' 

Ml* ) 

The physics of Eg.(30) is clear. The first term describes the 

wave reflection at tbe most external turning point *\. The internal 

waves reflected from turning points r s and r» interfere. They 

are also modified by multiple reflections. Notice that there 

exist multiple reflections between r 9 and r 2 » r% and r t and 

also between r., and r&. 

The above example of a five turning point problem 

shows clearly the flexibility of the method. The matrix products 

cook the "quantum soup" with the "classical bones". In the next 

section, wé discuss the barrier transformation matrices for linear 

and quadratic barriers. 



III. THE BARRIER TRANSFORMATION MATRIX (B) 

To ensure a good approximation, the comparison 
function T(o) must simulate the topological structure of x(r> 
well. Hence I*(o) has to be chosen carefully according to various 
physical situations. In this section, we derive the barrier 
transformation matrices which correspond to linear and quadratic 
comparison functions. They arc commonly used to deal with 
physical problems. This is because the solutions of the compa
rison equation are well known and simple. The barrier transfor
mation matrices can then be obtained by studying the asymptotic 
behaviour of the Airy and the Whittaker functions respectively. 
The normalization of the wave functions implies that the deter
minant of the barrier transformation matrix is equal to 1. 

111,1. The quadratic comparison function ; T(a) = (^—e) 

A one to one mapping of r-t-a spaces implies that 
e= - — S w, where r and r f a are two turning points of the barrier. 
The equipotential contour of r(o) In the a = a« + i a_ plane can 
be visualized through 

Rer(o) = « - E B (31) 

Imr(o) = 5 a H a x -cx (32) 
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Along J.;he real and imaginary o axes, Rer(o) is a quadratic 

function, while Imr(a) is a linear function. Thus, if the real 

part of the potential energy surface along the real axis looks 

like a parabola, it would be reasonable to use the quadratic 

comparison function. 

On the other hand, if we have a potential barrier 

of Woods-Saxon type, 

V D 

V(Z) = » (33) 

we have one real turning point when the energy E is jelow the 

barrier height Vg. It is reasonable to use the linear comparison 

function Via) * o-o 0. Whereas, when the energy E is well above 

the barrier v 0 , we have two turning points Z 0 and zf near the 

real axis, in this case, the energy surface looks linear along 

the real axis and quadratic along the lin»'1 connecting Z 0 and 

Z* , i.e. 

X<Z> * (Z-Zo) (Z-zf) • (34) 

along 2,2* 

If both turning points Z 0 and 2* are important in the 

problem, we may use the parabolic comparison function between 

2Û and Zo . In most practical applications, however, only one 

of the turning points is important. This is because the action 

integral between Z 0 and Z 0 is large so that the effect of the 

barrier penetration factor is not important. The S matrix of 

the quadratic comparison function reduces to a single turr.ing 

point formula with a linear comparison function (see section IV.1) 



The derivation of the proceeding section gives 

the barrier transformation matrix of the quadratic barrier, 

/N(U> 1 \ 
B Q = e _ ) (35) 

U \ 1 N(ie)/ 

nd to the right hand s ide i R ! r ) are related by 

/ • ï » \ ^ /*?(r)\ 
<36) 

L -1/4 **•& <r)-v/i) 
*T<r) •v. ( X (r» v * e r L (37) 

and r. is the turning point to the left hand side of the 

barrier. Eq. (37) indicates that »_(r) and »+(r) describe the 

wave propagating to the left and to the right respectively. 

The inverse of Eq.(36) leads to 

(**(r>\ /*!|(r)\ 

where 

„ E/S(ie) -1 \ 
B = 6 ™ ! 1 (39) 

Q \-l N(ie)/ 

~l 

'i u.m't.t 
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III.2. The linpar comonrison function r(c) = c(o-Oùï 

The linear comparison function is the most commonly 

used mapping function for the derivation of scsoiclassical connectioa 

formula . The solution of Eq.(3) is then the regular and the 

irregular Airy functions A K - c 1 ' (a-ooV and Bi(-c ' (a-o0)J. 

The condition given by Kg.(5) implies that the action integral 

So (r) is given by 

I S.frj • I / x<f)dr' 

' Zf^o^^b , 4°» 
= c^ffo-a.) 3' 2 

There exist also other sets of linearly independent solutions, 

e.g. M ( - e i 2 7 , / 3 c X / 3 ( r - , J u n , Ai t-e
 i 2 l ^ 3 c 1 / 3 (o-oft) > etc.. We can 

always choose a convenient set of independent solutions to 

work out the barrier transformation matrix. The barrier trans

formation matrix depends on the cut in the r and/or o planes. 

This is because the interpretation of a wave propagating to 

tne left side cr to the right side of a barrier depends on the 

cut. 

Let us consider at first the problem of a real poten

tial with a real turning point r«. We list helow the transfor

mation of the wave function for c = -l and/or c = +1 from one 

side on the real axis to the other side on the real axis, 

c = - 1 and c - 1 correspond to the cases where the classically 

forbidden region is to the right and to the left of o 0 respectively. 

J 



r 
i Î3> = - (o - ao) 

. 1 t i [ S r ( r ) - } l 
where » ± (r) i; x * e 

. r(o> . = (o - O j ) 

«->• c 
(*>) 

• * • » 

(.; 
1 \ / | j M 

** c :)(l?) 

r 
© - c :)d>) 

(S) - f ; î)fè) 

Œ) ~ c ;j (S) 

(4lb) 

(42a) 

(43a) 

(43b) 

(44a) 

(44b) 
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The symbols t and 4 indicate the exponential increase or decrease 
of the wave function as r goes away from the turning point r 0. 
The (2x2) matrices in Eqs.(41) through (44) define the barrier 
transformation matrices. 

When the particle travels through two linear barriers, 
any pair of matrices in Eqs.(41) and (43) or Eqs.(42) and (44) 
can be chosen to construct the wave propagation matrix. A con
venient choice is such that the corresponding phase shift matrix 
between two turning points becomes diagonal. Then the barrier 
transformation matrix should be taken pairwise, such as 
Eqs.(41a) with (43a), Eqs.(41b) with (43b), Eqs.(42a) with (44a) 
or Eqs.(42b) with (44b). 

These transformation matrices are practically 
equivalent in all physical problems. Eqs.(41) and (43) are, 
however, preferred for real potentials with real turning points, 
because the final seraiclassical S matrix is unitary. This argument 
is equivalent to the reality condition of the wave function in 
the classically allowed region [ 9]. Eqs.(42) and (44) do not 
give a unitary S matrix, but the large component of the wave 
function agrees with that of Eqs.(41) and (43). He give the 
following example to demonstrate the use of the above transfor
mation matrices. Consider a particle tunneling through a potential 
barrier formed by two linear barriers on both ends. The wive 
functions to the left hand side of the barrier is connected no 
that to the right hand side of the barrier by 



r 
(45) 

| 

SfM\ 

ff£ -aire T£ -r« * 

«4€J 

where e - S 2 1 . On the other hand, for energies far below a 

quadratic barrier. Eg.(22) gives the following barrier transfor

mation matrix/ 

"(1+e e Ï Ï E \ 

E U + . - 2 " > 1 / 2 ' 

(47) 

This is very sirailar to Eqs. (45) and (46). Eqs. (45), {46) and 

(47) are actually equivalent in many applications,since they 

have the same large component of the wave function in the classi

cally forbidden region. 

in the case of an imaginary potential barrier, there 

are in general two turning points near the real axis (see Appendix). 

Hear the turning points, the energy surface is a monotonie func

tion along the real axis. As we have noted in the previous section, 

it looks like a quadratic function between the two turning points. 

Here we will study the linear mapping function r(o) = ±i(o-ac), J 



where ait is not a real number. The cut in the o plane is 
chosen in such a way that it does not cross the real axis. 
From this we obtain the following connection formulae ; 

IMo) - ti(o-oo) 

(a) when a a is in the lower o plane. 

(48) 

(b) when a» is in the upper a plane. 

side and to the right hand side of the barrier. The above 
formulae are generally valid for regions nearest to the real 
axis. There exist other linear barrier transformation matrices 
which are valid in other domains of the space. 

One observes from Eqs.{48) and (49) that if the 
turning point is in the lower a or r plane, there is no reflec
tion for the wave coming from the left side of the barrier, i.e. 
<5+ - * + . Whereas if the turning point is above the real &.<s, 

theire is no reflection for the wave coming from the right, 
i.e, *_ = $_. This implies that the position of the turning 
point is much more important than the structure of the Stokes 
lines for â&terroining the physical process. The structure of the 
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linear transformation matrix enables us to understand the 
structure of turning points and their Stokes .' ines studied in 
Ref. 10 . For example, with the notation of Ref .10, the 
process (1,2),3) is related to Eg.(49) by 

Y< r> 
(50) 

All other processes in Kef.10 can be understood in terms of the 
matrices of this section. 

ii p—-4 



IV. APPLICATIONS 

IV.I. Scattering from Surface Transparent Potentials 

Surface transparent potentials are often used to 

analyze light heavy ion elastic scattering. We will consider 

l s 0 - i e 0 scattering at E ^ • 20 MeV by the following potential, 

Vo Wo 
V(r) = - - i <51) 

1 + e<r-Roï/ao a + etr-H„!/aw 

with <VB , Ro , a 0î
 a (17 MeV, 6.8 fm, 0.49 fm) 

(W,, , Rv r a w) = (4.8 MeV, 6.4 fm, 0.30 fm) 

The imaginary part of this potential has a smaller radius and 

diffuseness than the real part. The turning points are presented 

in Fig.2, where we observe that there are five turning points 

near the real axis for each partial wave. The external turning 

points r, and r 2 are due to the potential barrier of the Coulomb 

the centrifugal and the attractive nuclear potentials. mhe 

potential energy surface near r t and r 2 looks parabolic. The 

most internal turning point r* is also essentially due to the 

centrifugal and the strung attractive nuclear potentials. The 

real part of the potential energy surface near this turning point 

can be simulated by a linear comparison function. The remaining 

two turning points r$ and r 3 ar^ probably due to the change of 

the energy surface of the imaginary potential [ see Appendix). 

J 



The energy surface is monotonie along the real axis, but is 

rather complicated along the line joining two turning points 

r 5 and r 3 . However, the detail properties of the barrier 

around (r s,r r) are not important, because the action integral 

S53 is large. The wave function prefers propagating along tl.° 

real axis. This is equivalent to setting 

N U 6 ) = 1 

in Eq.(30), where we have assumed explicitly a parabolic barrier 

for (rj,r 3). Furthermore/ since the turning points r,, and r s 

are far away from the real axis, multiple reflections are not 

important. Eq.(30) thus reduces to 

e2i6, e2i^, 2 i 5 / e2iS3, e2iS, a\ , 
S = N(k) 4(1 E)

 e \M(i£j + N ( i c ) / e 2 i S s a e ? i S b 2 (52) 

l lW(iel + rf(ie) 

Eq.(52) can also be derived by assuming a linear comparison 

function T{a) - - Ha-a3) for the turning pointa r 3. The wave 

propagation matrix can be written as 

/ e -^o Wi iWe— , y y / . ^ o v 
(53) 

It is easy to prove that Eg.(53) gives the same S matrix as 

Eq.(52). The physical meaning of each term in Eq.(53) is also 

clear from the discussion of section II. 

The results of t'.e calculation are shown in Figs.3 

and 4. The semiclassical internal wave S matrix I second term 

of Eq.(52)î is compared with the quantum mechanical internal 
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wave S matrix n~, which is defined as the difference between 
the S matrix of the quantum mechanical calculation and the 
semiclassical barrier wave S matrix n B ( first term of Eg.(52)]. 
The imaginary potential in this calculation is relatively 
strong, so that the multiple-reflections in Eg.(52) is not impor
tant. The Internal waves reflected from turning points r 3 and r M 

interference with each other. This interference gives rise to 
a complicated structure in the internal wave S matrix. The 
Argand diagram of the internal wave S matrix seems to indicate 
that interference of internal waves simulates the phase shift 
of a deep real potential . The interference also gives rise to 
oscillations in the amplitude of the internal wave S matrix 
(Fig-5). This behaviour of the Internal wave S matrix is very 
different from that studied in I. It would be worthwhile to 
point out that the internal wave S matrix is not sharply peaked 
at the surface partial waves. The main characteristics of this 
potential is not the surface transparei cy, but the interference 
of the internal waves. This contrasts to the case of McVoy's 
surface transparent potential {see Ij. 

Gobbi et al. have analyzed the l 6 0 - l 6 0 scattering 
with a surface transparent potential, where the parameter ^ 
in Eg. (51) is 0,15 fra [ 3] . The structure of the turning, points 
(Fig.6) is very similar to that of Fig.2. Turning points r s and 
r 3 are nearer to the real axis in this case. However, the 
action integral S 5 3 is still large. Hence the S matrix of the 
five turning point problem \Eq.(3D)} reduces to that of the 
four turning point problem [Eg.(52)1 • 

Fig.7 compares the amplitude of the semiclassit.il 
internal wave S matrix with the amplitude of quantum mechanical 

http://semiclassit.il
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internal wave S metrix. The amplitude o the semiclassicd 
S matrix is much larger. This discrepancy is probably due to 
the fact that the strergth of the imaginary potential /pW na£ 
is very small and the wave length is longer than the diffuseness 
of the imaginary potential. As is known, the reflection coeffi
cient of a semiclassical wave from such a barrier become? much 
larger than the exact quantum mechanical value [111 * However 
the phase relation between the two semiclassical internal waves 
seems correct and give" rise to an interference pattern which 
is very similar to that of the quantum mechanical internal wave 
S matrix. Although the semiclassical calculation fails to repro
duce the magnitude of the internal wave S matrix given by the 
quantum mechanical calculation/ the conclusion we had for the 
case of a - 0.30 fm should also be applicable to understand 
the characteristic features of this potential. 

To emphasize the conclusion again : The surface 
transparent potential of Gobbi et al is transparent not only 
for surface partial waves but for all partial waves. The internal 
wave reflected from the imaginary potential barrier interferes 
with that reflected from the most inner barrier formed essen
tially by real potentials. Because of the Interference, the 
inte.nal wave amplitude peaked at some partial waves and the 
phase shift of the total internal wave resembles that of a deep 
real potential. 

Pokrovskii and Khalatnikov [ 12] have extended the 
semiclassical theory to take into account the pole and the zero 
of x (r) . This generalization could resolve the difficulty of 
JWKB theory at high energies with a shallow potential, where 
the zero and the pole lie very near to each other. 



IV.2 The Bloch wave 

We apply the method of a wave propagation matrix to 

the problem of electrons ±o solids. The electron experiences 

potential barriers near the lattice sites, we assume that the 

one dimensional periodic potential barrier can be mapped onto a 

parabolic form. The stationary state solution implies that the 

wave function is periodic In its modulus, i.e. 

¥<x + d) = <x 'ï(xî with |a| = 1 ÏS4) 

where d is the size of the lattice. Using the wave propagation 

matrices, the wave function -:an be expressed as 

u-iS n x /N(ie) 1 v"]m /*_(*) ̂  

¥_M = (ci,oi) (S5) 

where S is the action integral of the potential well, and ins 

is the action integral of the barrier. The periodicity condition 

[Eq.(54)] implies that 

.re -is 

C56) 

Defining N = a e , we have 

N =|a e , for energy below the barrier E<V B 

for energy above the barrier *->VB 



r 
Eg.(56) then becomes 

2 - g — cos(S-v>).a+l = 0 (for EsV ) (57a) 

2a cos(ReS-¥>La +1 (for E>V„) (57b) 

where ReS is the real part of S. The solutions of Eqs.(57a) and 

(57b) are respectively. 

o = — ~ cos(s-*>)±i II — C O S 2 ( S - » J ) ] W(Eev„) (58a) 

/â 5-) a ;-l B 

a = a costReS-ï?) ±i [ 1 - a 2 c o s 2 (ReS-^)l 
1/2 

(E>V_) (58b) 

The condition tiiat we have a stationary state, i.e.ja| 

in eq.(54), implies that 

cos 2(S-0) 
a 2 - l 

a 2 oos 2(ReS-#) 

Ecv, 
B 

(59a) 

(5 9b) 

For E « V , a 2 = U + e ~ 2 * e ) U >> 0) . Eq. (59a) 
B 

then becomes r cos 2(S-<0) < e 
•2TT£ 

(n+-y)n S S-ï> < (n-4)u +e (60) 

Since <9 is small [ 1] and E is large and positive, Eq.(60) 

is equivalent to the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule and agre*> 

with the result of Ref.1 13] , where a linear mapping function 

is assumed for each turning point. 

— —~"> 



F o r E » v _ r a 2 = (l+e 2 l I e) (e«0). Eg. (59b) then 

cos2(ReS-#> < 1 - e 
= 1 

This condition is always satisfied, i.e. the electron is in 

the continuum. 

At energies near the t.:~ of the potential barrier, 

the stationary state condition can be written as 

(1 + e'pïïs) cos 5 (ReS-<!) « 1 (61) 

where e > 0 for E e Vfl and z < 0 for E > V B. \ parabolic 

barrier implies that r can be approximated by 

r. - (VB - E)/ti»B (62) 

with V t.2|V"<r 

u 

for energy near the barrier. r B is the barrier position. Let 

us assume that the modified Bohr-Sonunerfeld quantization rule 

is satisfied at E 0» i-e-

I (63) 

Using a perturbation expansion, we can estimate then the band 

width V. Expanding ReS(E) around S0 up to the first order, 

we have 

(E-E 0> 
ReS(E> = ReS(E„) + W „ T . -J- (64) 

n" — rf 



r 
where x is the transit time through the potential well and 
h wo is the level spacing, i.e. o>0x = ir . Similarly e can be 
written as 

E - E 0 

£ - fe'6 - r 
n i D D 

(€5) 

Then Eg.(61) gives, 

[1 + e 2 i r e ° U - -*—)|<sin2 [ < ^ - > . W O T ] ) * 1 (66) 
2hw R 2ft ai n 

Assuming that << 1 , we have 
2ft iu 0 

T = fttuo. - ( s i n ' V 1 + e 2 ^ (67) 

Here we used the fact that <p is small and is a slowly varying 
function of E (see I). 



V. CONCLUSION 

The wave propagation matrix method has been intro
duced to reformulate the semiclassical theory of multi-turning 
point problems. The wave propagation matrix is given as products 
of phase shift matrices and barrier transformation matrices. 
The wave function in any region of the real axis can easily 
be written down via the wave propagation matrix. This method 
is flexible ?nd reliable in dealing with complicated problems. 
We worked out the barrier transformation matrices for the 
potential barrier which can be mapped onto a guadratic or a 
linear comparison functions. These barrier transformation 
matrices are useful in many physical problems. 

This method was applied to study the characteristic 
properties of surface transparent potentials ( 3] in heavy ion 
scattering. The internal waves are reflected by the surface of 
the imaginary potential and by the most inner barrier. The 
interference of these two internal waves gives rise to oscil
lation in the amplitude of the total interna.', wave S matrix. 
Correspondingly, the phase shift of the total 
internal wave S matrix resembles that of a deep real potential. 
We found that the semiclassical theory of multiturning point 
problem is very powerful especially in studying 
the internal region of the optical potentials in light heavy 
ion scatterings. Another very informative phenomena in heavy 
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ion reactions are inelastic scattering and transfer reactions. 
For instance the cross section of the inelastic scattering of 
a particle on * °Ca at backward angles shows close correlation 
to the elastic scattering cross section [14 J . This implies that 
the internal region plays an important role also in the 
inelastic scattering. It is highly desirable to exter.d 
the wave propagation matrix method to describe 
the inelastic scattering and the transfer reactions. 
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Appendix : Correlation between the poles of the optical potential 
and the turning points. 

An optical potential is often represented by a 
function which contains poles. The Woods-Saxon form is one of 
the most common examples. In such cases, the position of the 
poles defines the surface region where the waves are mainly 
reflected. In semiclassical theory, reflection takes place at 
the turning point. Thus one may expect a close correlation 
between the poles of the optical potential and the turning 
points. One interesting question arises when the pole posi
tions differ in the real and in the imaginary potentials, i.e. 
when they have different form factors. We have three turning 
points in the scattering from a real central potential. The 
question is:do we get more than three important turning points 
by switching on the imaginary part of the potential ? In other 
words, do we have additional processes of the reflection of 
waves by the surface of the imaginary potential ? We had two 
different examples, one in III.l of this paper and another in 
III.-* i>£ I. In the latter we had still only three important 
turning points. Whereas in the former v* had additional two 
important turning points in the vicinity of the poles of the 
imaginary potential- In this Appendix, we clarify the diffe
rence between these two cases. Let us denote the leading poles 
of the real and the imaginary potentials by Z R and Z . Near 
the poles, the turning point may be approximated by 



VD 5 ^ + i Wo. 2=2- = E (A.l) 

with 

Vo = - V„.a and w 0 = - W* .a y , {A.2) 

where (V0,Wo) and <a,a^ are the strength and the diffuseness 
parameters of the (real, imaginary) potentials respectively. 

If Z R = Zj - Zo , then 

Z = 2 0 + i (V 0+iS 0) . (?..3) 

Eqs.(A.2) and (A.3) imply that there exists a turning point 
in the vicinity of the pole of the potential provided that 
the energy is very high or that the interaction is fairly 
weak [ 9] . 

When Z^Zj, we study the solutions Zj and Z 2 

of Eq.(A.i) in two different limits, 
(a) The first is the case, when 

li<v-o+i*o)|»|Ç| » (A.4) 
where 

« • ZR " Z I ' 

The a-l,0Ca scattering, studied in III.4 of I is an example. 
In this caser 

Z„+Z !•>.,, F (Vo-iWol 
2,-- -V 1 + ilV.+iBo) + J ta — + ... (A-Sa) 



r 
R I F v"" 1 W o 

2 2* t ~ 
V«+iWo 

(A. 5b) 

We see that only one of the turning points Z2 is close to the 
pole of the potential. The other turning ..oint is pushed away 
from the real axis and becomes unimportant. 

(b) The second is the case, when 

lc|»| £(v0 + m . ) | (A.6) 

The l60-16Q scattering, studied in ill.l of this paper, is 
an example. In this case 

2, * Z R + £ V (A.7a) 

{A.7b) 

Thus one can expect an additional turning point in the vici
nity of the pole of the imaginary potential. This is what we 
have seen in Figs.2 and S. 

J 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig.l A typical potential of a double humped barrier 
is plotted as a function of r. Here r«,f t$, r 3, 
r2 and ri are the turning points for 
a particle with incident energy E. 

Fig.2 The turning points of the surface transparent 
potential of 1 6 o - l 6 0 scattering are plotted. 
The potential parameters are listed in the 
brackets as (r 0, v 0, a 0) and (r # W 0# a w ) . The 
number beside the turning point indicates the 
angular momentum value. The xV and xW indicate 
the pole positions of the real and the imaginary 
potentials respectively. The dashed curves show 
the turning points for the real potential only. 

Pig.3 The real part of the semi classical internal wave 
S matrix (thin solid line) is compared with that 
given by the quantum mechanical calculation 
(thick solid line). At large A, 1^ goes to zero 

slowly. This is because n does not converge fast 
enough for large Jt [ 51 . The dashed line indicates 
a possible modification. 

Fig.4 The imaginary part of the semiclassical internal 
wave S matrix (thin solid line) is compared with 
that given by the quantum mechanical calculation 
(thick solid line). See Fig.3 for the dashed line. 



r 1 
Fig.5 The amplitudesof the internal wave S matrices are 

compared for the surface transparent potential. 
Tij and r\t are the sentie las s ical s matrices of the 
internal waves reflected from the turning points 
r 3 and r» respectively. See Fig.3 for the dashed lines. 

Fig.6 The same diagram as in Fig.2, but for the case 
of the potential studied by Gobbi et al. [2]. 

Fig.7 The same diagram as in Fig.5 but for the case of 
the potential studied by Gobbi et al. [ 2]. 
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